112	THE EMPTY QUARTER
At mid-day, having inarched about 12 miles from Hafair,
we came to Qaliba, a single well of 10 fathoms in a wide bare
depression in the midst of sandy downs. On the way we had
seen the desert surface streaked with the winding camel-paths
converging on the water, while at one side of the basin lay a
series of curious dark kopjes of a hard bluish limestone, frag-
ments of which, weathered almost to black, lay strewn about
the depression. The well itself had been sunk through a
similar formation, which would, therefore, seem to be of con-
siderable depth. It certainly contrasted strangely with the
calcareous monotony of the steppe, through which at this
point a fairly well-marked yalley runs down to and beyond
the well.
The sky was of an astonishingly brilliant shade of blue
spotted here and there with wisps of white cloud as we re-
sumed our march over a slightly undulating plain of flint and
.gravel. A warm southern breeze blew in our faces while the
hot sun, now straight in front of us, induced a torpor which
would have forced us to a halt but for the lucky circumstance
that our baggage was some way ahead and rather wide of our
course. We gradually overhauled and converged on it, but
the afternoon was far advanced by the time we were near
enough to observe that the main body had decided to halt in
its tracks on a sand-slope richly covered with Ghadha.
Shortly before this we had crossed the tracks of a single
dromedary carrying two riders, and our experts had disputed
among themselves as to the date of its passing, which was in
any case sufficiently remote to be a matter of only academic
interest. Our hunters, who had started off with the baggage
and roamed the desert on either side of its route, brought in
three hares, one of them a baby captured alive. We tethered
it with string to one of my boxes only to find in the morning
that Al Aqfa had enjoyed an unexpected and unintended
meal—her tracks betraying her guilt, of which there had, of
course, been no eye-witness. The loss was regrettable, but we
consoled ourselves with the hope of more captives with
better success, while we still had our mascot—a raven
wounded, not seriously, and captured alive at Ghubaiya, a
small plantation in the Jabrin oasis, which Suwid had

